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This is the complete Officer Cain Series, all in one book: Officer in Charge Ethan, a high school senior who
has just been dumped by his closeted boyfriend, nervously uploads his picture to a location based dating app.
He's hoping for some action, even if he's far too timid to make the first move with any of the guys pictured in
the app... Little does he expect to catch the attention of someone like Officer Cain. The cop is brawny,
dominant and scorchingly hot. Ethan is in way over his head and loving every second of it.
Officer in Control When Officer Cain asks Ethan to accompany him to a party thrown by one of his friends a BDSM party, to be exact - Ethan is eager to go. He gets trussed up in a tight leather straitjacket, Cain
dressing up in his own sexy leathers, and fitted with a cruel vibrating plug. The bondage is tight, frustrating
and hot. The party is... interesting. When Cain invites a few of his friends to join him and Ethan in a private
room, however, things get out of hand... Officer in Command Ethan tries to be firm, to say no to Cain when
the hunky older cop asks him for forgiveness, but it's hope.
Within weeks he's right back where he started, in the gorgeous older man's playroom... Officer in Love

Ethan's mom is moving to Florida, leaving him with the task of finding his own place for when he starts
community college. Cain, his muscular, alpha male boyfriend, wants Ethan to come live with him... *** “On
your knees,” Cain commanded, bringing the crop to my shoulder and pushing it down. I sank to my knees
before him, staring up at his muscular leather-clad body. He smirked, bringing the leather flap down into his
palm with a loud smack. I shivered, imagining what it would feel like to have that smack land on my naked
skin. “Your safeword is red, Ethan,” Cain said, bringing the crop under my chin and holding it there. The
leather was stiffer than it looked and my cock jerked at the contact. “I would rather you use it too often then
not often enough. Do you understand?” “Yes, Sir,” I replied, swallowing. “Good,” Cain kneeled down, the
leather noisy as he came to a crouch in front of me. He took my chin in his big hand and held my head steady,
looking into my eyes. “Now are you going to be a good boy for me?”

